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Remembering 
Past Days from the last 8 years 

EMEVI does far more than minister to... EMEVI. Reaching out to 
neighbors right next door, including those at Bois Neuf. Touching lives within 
the community to include working with the "old folks" that are pretty much 
home bound. Sharing messages through a radio station right in St Marc. 
Practicing hospitality to those in need to include housing folks in the aftermath 
of storms. Then going above and beyond to provide roofing and building 
materials to help with rebuilding. Or maybe it's lending an ear when someone 
needs to share. Then reaching out beyond the local community to reach the 
people of Haiti. 

Pull up a Haiti map and discover just how far the reach has gone. Port-
De-Paix, Mole Saint Nicolas, Gonaives, Jean-Rabel, Hinche, Les Cayes, 
Belladere (with a border crossing into Dominican Republic) and this year Pilate. 
There are those that go, those that contribute, those that pray and those that 
provide hospitality (and more). 10% of contributions that EMEVI receives are 
set aside to reach out beyond. Those that go contribute and so many of you 
here are a part of this outreach but may not know it.  Seeds are planted, the 
"soil" is nurtured and watered and the Lord brings the harvest. Many have 
given their lives to the Lord, even within the EMEVI Teams. 

People are encouraged, in the communities, within EMEVI, and here in 
the States. Haitians are educated and "exposed" to their culture in ways they 
probably never imagined possible.  Watch for part 3 "FUTURE" coming soon.
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